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This book was my most helpful because it is on the view of Howard Carter himself considering he wrote this book and he is one of the main focuses of this project. I found this an interesting read as well as a helpful source. The book illustrates Carters views and how he saw the events and life and his discovery of Tutankhamen. Since a majority of archaeologists like to base their theories on what happened to Tutankhamen on carters theories I found this a very comforting and accurate source, and used this as the basis of my essay and my draft essay.

*Journey through the valley of the Kings 2002*, Discovery Channel, Egypt, August 13, DVD.

I think I found the DVD the least helpful source of them all. Most of the information I got out of it in my notes I never ended up using. It's on the right topic but I think it was on the wrong area within the topic. It focused a lot more on the Valley of the Kings, which is expected, and a little less on Tutankhamen himself. Not much on the theories of this death, but a good amount of information on the mummification process and why and where they put certain things in the tombs. But not the right information on the essay side of the question.


I found this pretty helpful through the theories of Tutankhamen's death. This is book I first learnt about Ay, and the fragment within the skull. It helped me find different theories and was a good thing to use as the inspiration for my essay question. It also has quotes from Howard Carter himself, which also helped give me a perspective on how he felt as different times within different situations of the story. It also taught me about the mummification process as well and got a relatively detailed view of the aspect of Tutankhamen, it's a good simple, overview book, to help revise with.